
Features:
-  Fast and accurate RTD stainless steel sensor for Temperature  Measurment
-  Standard -30 to 50 Deg.C Temperature Range.
-  GSM based communication model for ease to install at remote locations 
-  Password Protected Admin level access: meets security compliance
-  Bright and Large Backlight display for clear view on the go
-  Real time Dashboard view of single/multiple Instruments data in tabular or graphical  
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  formats can be accessed in PC/TAB/MOBILES.
-  Standard or Customized Dashboard Interface to meet user specific requirement
-  QC/QA certified to meet standard compliance for all kind of critical              
  temperature-maintained environments
-  Factory Calibrated device; Calibration certificate provided which is traceable to     
  National Standards (NABL Accredited)
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Technical Specifications

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GSM_frequency_bands 


Product Video: https://youtu.be/qOzO1DYIc2wProduct Video: https://youtu.be/qOzO1DYIc2w
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www.youtube.com/instrukartholdingswww.youtube.com/instrukartholdings

Other models available: Wireless GSM/WiFi/LAN based Temperature Monitor(Standalone), 

GSM/WiFi/LAN based multiple sensors(Temp/RH/Other) monitoring (Integrated Dashboard)
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